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WELCOME

WHY CHOOSE ROUGEMONT?
At Rougemont we offer :

• Specialist teaching from committed, experienced and 
well-qualified teachers, leading to excellent standards 
of achievement at AS and A level.

• Small classes, where teachers are easily available for 
discussion and advice.

• A caring environment. Each sixth former is allocated 
a personal tutor who is responsible for monitoring 
individual progress as well as ensuring continued 
personal development.

• A comprehensive programme for preparation for 
Higher Education, from researching career and 
university options and filling in UCAS forms to talks 
on student finance.

• Excellent educational resources include a well-
stocked library for work and research, a multi media 
room, several IT labs for independent learning, and a 
dedicated sixth form work room.

• The opportunity to be involved with our extensive 
extra-curricular programme that includes Young 
Enterprise,  Young Engineers, music and drama, 
debating, the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme and 
many more. We offer a range of activities which will 
help you develop into a fully rounded individual ready 
to take your role in society.   

“The pupils at Rougemont School 
achieve outstanding outcomes in 
public examinations and the standards 
achieved by pupils across the school 
are extremely high.”

2016 ESTYN INSPECTION
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ACADEMIC RESULTS
At Rougemont we have an excellent success rate at A level. 

Average for last 3 years 70% grades A*/A/B. These were higher results than any maintained school in Wales and in the top 5 
independent schools with over 40 candidates at A level. In the past our results have put us in the top 100 schools in the UK 
(The Times league table).  

A-Level Results

GCSE Results

GCSE Results
Rougemont National 

A* 28% 6%
A*-A 63% 24%
A*-B 85% 43%
A*-C 96% 69%

A-Level Results
Rougemont National 

A* 19% 7%
A*-A 49% 

Best Ever
26%

A*-B 74% 52%
A*-C 90% 75%
A*-D 95% 90%
A*-E 100% 97%

Exam Results 2018

A*  A*- A     A*- B        A*- C         A*- D        A*- E

A* A*- A     A*- B       A*- C        
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FEE ASSISTANCE FOR SIXTH FORM STUDIES
Rougemont’s present Sixth Form Bursary scheme provides 
for a limited number of means-tested bursaries provided 
that pupils gain 5 GCSEs at A or above in their exams.  

All bursary awards are means tested and means testing is 
conducted by taking into account the combined parental 
income, benefits, tax credits and certain outgoings (related 
to such income), along with a percentage of asset value net 
of any liabilities. 

Please note that participation in this process in no way 
guarantees an award. Bursaries will be awarded at the 
School’s discretion assuming funds are available. All 
information will be treated in the strictest confidence and 
all original documents will be returned by the end of the 
review process. 

Should you have any queries please contact the Finance 
Manager.

Our £3.5million building opens 
in the autumn of 2018.  As well 
as a brand new Sixth Form 
Centre, the new building will 
also house a refectory and a 
600-seat auditorium.

The Sixth Form Centre will be the core 
hub of Sixth Form life at Rougemont.  With 
an open plan common room, separate 
study and tutorial rooms as well as an 
outdoor terrace with views across the 
whole site, the lives of Sixth Form pupils 
will be enriched educationally and socially.  
The new Sixth Form Centre aims to be 
the leading provider of post-16 education 
in Gwent.  With outstanding academic 
results at both AS and A Level, Rougemont 
Sixth Form is the number one choice for 
pupils looking to study A Levels.

New Sixth Form Centre
opening Autumn 2018

SIXTH FORM SCHOLARSHIPS FOR ENTRY IN 
SEPTEMBER 2019
Academic, Sporting, Creative Arts…Nurturing Talent for 
a Brighter Future

Rougemont’s Sixth Form Scholarship Programme will award those pupils 
entering Sixth Form in September 2019.

Scholars are a core part of school life at Rougemont.  Scholars are expected 
to take the lead in the academic and extra-curricular life of the school with 
active involvement in clubs, committees, house events and teams providing 
leadership, inspiration and excellent role models for younger pupils.

In assessing candidates we are not simply recognising existing talent but will 
also take into account pupils’ future potential, motivation and aspiration.  
Scholars are expected to consistently achieve high standards.

Rougemont School offers Academic, Sporting and Creative Arts scholarships 
for pupils entering Year 12 in September 2018.  Scholarships to the value of 
up to 20% are available to successful candidates.

To find out more about how to apply for a scholarship and learn more 
about the eligibility criteria, please refer to the Scholarship Programme 
Information Booklet available to download from the Scholarship and 
Bursaries section on the website.
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THE SIXTH FORM CURRICULUM
Most sixth form students at Rougemont will study 4 AS levels 
in Year 12 and will then continue with 3 of those subjects to 
A2 level in Year 13. However, there is room for flexibility as 
some students choose to continue with all 4 subjects, and a 
small number may consider only continuing with 2 A2 levels 
and 1 AS.  We offer 20 different subjects at AS/A2 level; see 
page 9 for the full list of subjects offered. 

GENERAL ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
For entry to the Sixth Form, candidates must have a minimum 
of 10 points from their five best GCSEs, where A* = 4 points, 
A = 3, B = 2 and C = 1 point (average 5 B grades).

There is no Registration Fee for Sixth Form.

MONITORING & PROGRESS
Each AS is made up of 2 or 3 modules. All modules will be taken 
in the June. In addition to this there will be formal assessments 
at October half term, Christmas and Easter and a Parent and 
Student feedback evening in the autumn/spring term.

Exactly the same will happen in Year 13 as A2 levels are made 
up from AS levels plus 2 or 3 new modules.

Studying at Rougemont

PASTORAL SUPPORT
In small tutor groups students will have a dedicated personal 
tutor who will not only get to know a student well but will 
also monitor academic progress and play a vital role in their 
personal and social education. Outside specialists will also 
support the work of the personal tutor.

In addition, the Head of Sixth Form is available for help.

We want our students at Rougemont to feel happy, relaxed 
and secure and we try to nurture an atmosphere of mutual 
respect. 

PREPARATION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Throughout the second and third terms of  Year 12 students 
follow a course in preparation for Higher Education. 

This involves:
• Filling in a questionnaire to identify suitable subjects/

courses
• Researching Universities and their courses and entry 

requirements
• Advice on filling in the UCAS form
• Identifying personal skills and attributes for writing a 

personal statement.
• Attending UCAS conference where representatives from 

all UK Universities are present
• University visits
• Attending a Higher Education evening, with parents, 

hosted by the school with talks from university 
admissions tutors.

Discussion groups are organised for students studying 
medicine/dentistry/veterinary science, law and those 
applying to Oxford or Cambridge. This is to help prepare for 
interviews.

Once AS and A2 results are received in the summer, 
personal advice and support is offered by the school to any 
student who may need it.

In addition to our Higher Education programme we have 
links with Careers Wales and ISCO (Independent Schools 
Careers Organisation) so that individual careers interviews 
can be arranged. 

Rougemont School  01633 8208004



The grades you achieve at advanced level are critical in 
gaining a place at your chosen university. Grades required 
vary from one subject to another, and from one institution 
to another.  For some courses, such as medicine, dentistry 
and veterinary science, high grades (ranging from AAB to 
A*A*A) are essential, in addition to high GCSE passes and a 
range of other personal qualities.  

The same is true of many popular courses: law, psychology, 
English and business studies (at highly–regarded universities) 
often require high grades (AAA).  It is unrealistic to apply for 
such courses if, for example, your grade predictions are low.

However, where entry is not so competitive, lower pass 
grades are acceptable and often the system of UCAS points 
will be used. Students can now be offered a university place 
dependent on total points scored with their AS (40%) and 
A2 levels or they can receive a traditional offer based on 
the grades achieved in three A2 levels. 

Note that at AS pass grades are from A to E and at A level 
from A* to E, unlike GCSE where a pass is considered to be 
A* - C.

In recent years almost all Rougemont pupils have gained 
entry to higher education; with just one or two pupils each 
year deciding not to pursue this option.  Information on the 
grades likely to be required is set out in various reference 
guides, such as: 

• University Degree Course Offers – Brian Heap

and on websites:
• www.ucas.com
• www.unistats.direct.gov.uk
• www.hotcourses.com
• www.isco.org.uk
• www.ukcoursefinder.com

Grades &  
University  
Places

EXTENDED PROJECT QUALIFICATION
Rougemont offers the Extended Project Qualification (EPQ) to all pupils in Years 
12 and 13 and, in exceptional circumstances to Year 11 students.  The qualification, 
which is facilitated by the School, but undertaken independently and in the 
student’s own time, is worth up to 28 UCAS points for an A* grade.  Pupils are 
encouraged to research a subject that is related to their university application 
or career choice, and most universities (including Oxford and Cambridge) look 
upon this piece of work very favourably.  The Extended Project can be a 5000 
word dissertation, a design piece or an artefact, and is researched over at least a 6 
month period.

Independent study is vitally important when students leave school to attend 
university, and many students who have undertaken the EPQ have been offered 
places in prestigious universities due, in no small part, to this body of work.  

Some interesting projects have been undertaken by Rougemont students including: 
‘Forensic Pathology’, ‘Organ Donation’, ‘Blue Tongue Disease’, ‘Stem Cell Research’, 
‘Parkinson’s Disease’, ‘Psychology of Animal Behaviour’, ‘Effects of Cannabis Use’, 
‘Use of Stents’ and ‘Badgers and the spread of TB’, ‘Colonising Outer Space’, ‘The 
Death Penalty’, ‘Zero Carbon Housing’, ‘Aircraft Components’ and ‘The Great 
Gatsby’.

Further information on the Extended Project Qualification is available on request.
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There is a wide range of extra-curricular 
activities offered by the school and these 
are important in developing personal 
skills such as teamwork, leadership 
skills, communication skills, increasing 
confidence and assertiveness.

Take your pick from sports clubs, drama 
and music, to activities specifically for 
the sixth form such as Young Enterprise, 
Young Engineers, Duke of Edinburgh’s 
Award Scheme, Debates and even 
organising and running our own Charity 
Fashion Show.

Co-curricular

“The teachers are very helpful and 
supportive. I always feel comfortable 
here. Everyone is really friendly making 
it a very nice environment to work in”

“You make lots of friends, even 
on the first day, making you feel 
welcome and at home. Members 
of staff are very understanding and 
helpful; giving up their lunchtimes 
and after school to help you. There 
are lots of activities to get involved 
in, such as, Young Engineers, Young 
Enterprise and Duke of Edinburgh.”
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There are several options available to students 
after the sixth form:

• Higher education courses at universities, 
colleges of higher education, specialist 
colleges (art, drama, music, agriculture).

• A ‘gap’ year with planned work, study and/
or travel.

• Employment or modern apprenticeships.

During the course of Year 12, Rougemont 
pupils will receive advice about careers and 
higher education from Rougemont staff, ISCO 
and Careers Wales. At this stage, however, you 
should consider perhaps these points:

• Higher education gives you an 
opportunity to widen your experience 
and interests in stimulating surroundings.

• Graduates have learned to use their minds 
and are in demand for virtually all careers.

• The variety of courses at universities 
and colleges of higher education is huge.  
For quite a number of jobs the subject 
you have studied is not important: 
what employers are looking for is your 
intellectual and personal development.

There are plenty of careers talks available 
during the year, especially from our alumni.

Recent speakers include alumni from a range 
of industries: marketing, finance, medicine, 
architecture, chartered surveyor, graphic 
designers and dentistry.

Careers
Leaver Destinations 2018

Accounting and Finance Bristol
Dentistry Bristol
Aerospace Engineering with Pilot Studies Bristol UWE
Law Bristol UWE
Product Design Technology Bristol UWE
Economics and Management Studies Cardiff
Civil and Environmental Engineering Cardiff
Law Cardiff
Biomedical Science Cardiff
Chemistry Cardiff
Physiotherapy Cardiff
Mathematics Cardiff
Medical Pharmacology Cardiff
Criminology with Psychology Portsmouth
Product Design and Innovation Portsmouth
Engineering and Technology Portsmouth
Engineering Brunel
Medicine Imperial
Mathematics Imperial
Electronic and Information Engineering Imperial
Mathematics with Finance & Investment Banking Reading
Architecture Reading
Spanish Reading
Mechanical Engineering Swansea
American Studies and History Swansea
Physics Swansea
Natural Sciences Cambridge
History Cambridge
History Oxford
Mathematics Exeter
Engineering Geology and Geotechnics Exeter
Mathematics with Statistics Southampton
Social Work and Applied Social Studies Bath
Neuroscience Leeds
Hotel and Hospitality Management South Wales
Mathematics South Wales
Modern Languages University College London
Computer Science Bangor
Physics with Astrophysics York
Aeronautical Engineering Loughborough
Biomedical Science Keele
Farm Business Management Newcastle
Agriculture and Farm Management Royal Agricultural University
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POPPY KERSHAW
Social Anthropology,  
London School of Economics

I attended 
Rougemont 
School from 
Year 10 to 
Year 13 and 
I’m currently 
studying for 
a Bachelors 
degree 
in Social 
Anthropology 
at The 
London 
School of 
Economics. 

My time at Rougemont was fundamentally 
important in preparing me for University life. 
Sixth Form in particular, was vital in providing 
me with stable foundations for the somewhat 
more complicated and abstract concepts that 
Anthropology requires from me! 

I owe this entirely to the wonderful 
Humanities, Art and Literature departments at 
the school, who in essence gave me a second 
education in how to read, write and interpret 
information and ideas in a practical but also 
creative way. These are skills I hope to take 
with me throughout my life, as well as just in 
the classroom or lecture hall. 

University so far has been more than I 
could ever have hoped for. I’ve found that 
Rougemont really helped build both an 
academic and social confidence in myself that 
I previously never had. This is also due to the 
wonderful friends I had in Sixth Form, and I 
found Years 12-13 to be some of the happiest 
and most rewarding in my life. The staff at 
school have always been very supportive 
and dedicated to their students and this is 
something that really shows. 

I’m so grateful for my time at Rougemont and 
everything that it has taught me. 

Former Pupil Profiles

ETHAN MILLS
Geography, Swansea University

Sixth form was undoubtedly my best time 
in Rougemont, from the constant support 
of staff both inside and outside lessons, 
to the tight knit friendships that have 
remained since leaving, the whole two 
years contain memories that I will cherish 
forever. The close working relationship 
within smaller classes really allowed me 
to develop and focus a huge variety of 
skills which I carried on into my time at 
Swansea University studying Geography. 

As well as this, the preparation for university life was consistent with weekly 
UCAS sessions making the whole process somewhat stress free. 

Outside of the academia, my role as a House Captain really allowed me to 
get involved with the community of the school and give back to all those 
who had helped me over the years. With so many amazing house events 
and opportunities to just have fun, there was never a dull moment. 

Overall, my time in sixth form ultimately allowed me to reach the position that 
I’m in today and without it, I’m sure things would have been very different. 

ELLIOT QUIGLEY
Biomedical Engineering, Imperial College London

Having spent my entire schooling 
career in Rougemont I have been able 
to witness first-hand how the school 
throughout can push you to achieve your 
very best. This is no exception during 
sixth form, in fact it is here that this point 
is illustrated best. Coming up into sixth 
form you are constantly told about how 
the jump from GCSEs is vast and how 
you will really need to step up. This is 
a very daunting prospect however the 
teachers in Rougemont School will make 

it seem like a simple step forward with the amount of assistance they 
provide. Having gone through this it becomes evident that the teachers 
at Rougemont want nothing more than for you to exceed. This is what 
they take pride in. They will push you, aid you and do everything they can 
to ensure you come out the other end with not only a brilliant set of 
credentials but also as a well-rounded individual too! This allowed me to 
achieve 4 A*’s and get away to a fantastic university where my horizons 
are only being broadened and I am having a great time in the process!
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Teachers are on hand to offer advice to pupils with regards 
to choosing subjects but it is advisable to do your own 
research into what A Level subjects are required and 
preferred for different institutions and courses.

If you already know which university courses or university 
institution you are interested in, it is still important to check 
the admission criteria to check specific subject requirements.

SUBJECT PAGE

Art & Design 10
Biology 11
Chemistry 12
Computer Science 13
Design & Technology 14
Drama & Theatre Studies 15
Economics 16
English Literature 17
English Language & Literature 18
Film Studies 19
Geography 20
History 21
Mathematics 22
Further Mathematics 23
Modern Foreign Languages 24
Music 26
Physical Education 27
Physics 28
Religious Studies 29

Subject Choices
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WHO SHOULD STUDY ART AND DESIGN 
AT AS/A LEVEL?
The subject is intended to meet the needs of the following 
types of candidate:

• Those who have achieved success at GCSE level and have a 
genuine interest in, enjoyment and aptitude for the subject.

• Those who will undertake further studies in Art and Design.
• Those whose studies or future careers may need a 

background in Art and Design.
The subject is a requirement for careers that include those 
connected with fine art, photography, film and video, printing, 
fashion design, textile design, graphic design, ceramics, interior 
design, 3-D studies, product design and any career that requires 
visual literacy. It is also strongly recommended for those 
intending to study architecture, as a portfolio will often be 
asked for when applying to university. 

Degrees can be obtained via art colleges, and universities.  
Such courses require a high degree of artistic skill, the ability 
to work under pressure, and commitment.  Candidates would 
require such abilities to succeed in the wider world, for careers 
in art are often commercially-based and therefore competitive.

WHAT DOES THE A LEVEL ART AND 
DESIGN COURSE COMPRISE?
Art and design is a subject which can offer a rich and diverse 
range of learning experiences and the main purpose of 
the syllabus is to provide a course of study which is broad, 
purposeful and relevant to the students’ needs.  The syllabus, 
therefore, is designed to cater for a wide spectrum of 

requirements.  A high value is placed on personal views and 
ideas of individuals which have been developed by informed 
critical judgment and although aesthetic considerations are of 
prime concern, an awareness of vocational applications should 
enhance the students’ understanding of art, craft and design in 
contemporary society.

HOW IS THE A LEVEL ART AND DESIGN 
COURSE TAUGHT?
Throughout the course a strong emphasis will be placed on 
art and design processes as well as products.  Visits to art 
galleries are an integral part of the course and students are 
encouraged to attend in their own time as often as possible.  
Keeping sketchbooks and the personal development of critical 
and contextual understanding within their own work is essential 
to gain success.  The self-motivation that is necessary to sustain 
this work cannot be over emphasised.  In the same light, the 
development of the students’ observational drawing skills will 
underpin every aspect of the coursework and this basic skill 
should be a prerequisite for anyone thinking of studying the 
subject.  Students are encouraged to attend weekly after school 
Life Drawing sessions that are offered as the practical element 
of the course has an unavoidable emphasis on good drawing 
ability. Completing a GCSE course in Art and Design provides 
the necessary skills to facilitate success at AS and A level and it is 
a requirement of the syllabus that the student makes extensive 
use of critical and contextual studies. 

Mrs L Bateman

Art & Design
External Exam Board: WJEC

AS/A LEVEL ART AND DESIGN: Summary ofAssessment The A level course is divided into 3 units, 1 AS unit and 2 A2 units.
Advanced Subsidiary (AS Level)

UNIT 1:  
Personal Creative Enquiry

An extended, exploratory portfolio based on themes and subject matter which are personal and meaningful to 
the learner. The Enquiry must integrate critical, practical and theoretical work.
•  Non Exam Assessment
•  40% of qualification

Advanced Level (A2)

UNIT 2:  
Personal Investigation

•  Consists of two integrated constituent parts: 
1. An in-depth critical, practical and theoretical investigative portfolio based on themes and subject matter that 
have personal significance. 
2. An extended written element of 1000 words minimum, which may contain images and texts and must clearly 
relate to practical and theoretical work using an appropriate working vocabulary and specialist terminology.

•  Non Exam Assessment
•  36% of qualification

UNIT 3:  
Externally Set Assignment

A set period of preparatory study followed by a 15 hour period of sustained focus work
•  The Externally Set Assignment will be set by WJEC, assessed by the teacher and externally moderated.
•  24% of qualification
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WHO SHOULD STUDY BIOLOGY AT A 
LEVEL?
Anyone who is interested in a career with medical or bio-
medical bias e.g. Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Science, 
Pharmacy, Nursing, Forensic Science, Physiotherapy, 
Chiropody, Biochemistry etc. It is also important for those 
interested in careers in planning, Conservation and Education. 
Many Medical Schools prefer students to study Biology at 
Advanced Level.

The minimum entry requirement for AS level Biology is a 
C grade in Biology or a CC grade at Additional Science. 
However, experience has shown that a B grade in Biology is 
preferable and a C grade in GCSE Chemistry. Students who 
do not have a background in Chemistry may find the course 
more demanding.

WHAT WILL I STUDY IN AN A LEVEL 
BIOLOGY COURSE?
Biology provides a wide breadth of knowledge which touches 
on many varied aspects of a range of topics. These range 
from the internal workings of organisms in physiology and 
the interdependence of living things in ecology, to social 
issues including human influence on the environment and 
the ethical considerations of genetics. The study of biology 
therefore encourages an appreciation of these issues and their 
implications as well as providing an insight into the living world.

WHAT DOES THE WJEC A LEVEL 
BIOLOGY COURSE COMPRISE?
The WJEC Biology course comprises of 5 modules, detailed 
in the table below.

HOW IS THE A LEVEL BIOLOGY COURSE 
TAUGHT?
In Biology the foundation of success comes from students having 
a deep understanding of the concepts. Students are directed to 
prepare for lessons by engaging with the subject content prior 
to a lesson. Time within the lesson is then devoted to addressing 
any shortcomings in understanding. It is essential that students 
use these opportunities constructively, so an active approach to 
learning is essential. Students are then provided with resources 
and guidance (all of which are available via the Pupil Portal) 
to allow them to prepare thoroughly for any test or exam. In 
addition, the department has a forum upon which pupils may 
post questions relating to any conceptual problems they are 
having. This is used extensively as a means of communication 
between Biology students and staff, but primarily functions as a 
support network for all those studying Biology.

HOW IS THE A LEVEL BIOLOGY COURSE 
EXAMINED?
Each of the AS modules counts for 20% of the final mark 
whilst the A2 non-practical modules count for 25% each.  
The papers consist of short and longer structured questions 
and an essay style question.  Pupils are able to resit modules 
in an attempt to improve on their overall mark and grade.  
The practical unit makes up 10% of the final mark. 

Mr D Cobb

Biology
External Exam Board: WJEC

Module Module Title Examination Date

BY1 Basic Biochemistry and Cell Organisation 20% June 2018

BY2 Biodiversity and Physiology of Body Systems 20% June 2018

BY3 Energy, Homeostasis and the Environment 25% June 2019

BY4 Variation, Inheritance and Immunology and Disease 25% June 2019

A2 Practical Exam 10% Spring 2019
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There are many exciting challenges facing chemists in all areas 
of science:  New materials, new cures for old diseases, new 
treatments for new diseases, monitoring of the environment, 
to provide a safe place to live in for future generations and 
possibly space exploration.  The challenges are endless and 
good Chemists are relatively scarce.  Your future is bright with 
A levels and a degree in Chemistry.

WHO SHOULD STUDY CHEMISTRY AT 
AS/A LEVEL?
The best reason for studying Chemistry or, indeed, any subject 
is because you like it.  The necessary hard work is that much 
easier when you enjoy the subject.

You will, of course, be aiming further than just AS levels, so 
further education in a science-based degree course can best 
be facilitated by studying Chemistry in combination with 
Physics, Biology and Maths.

If you wish to keep your options open as long as possible 
because you have yet to make up your mind on a future career, 
then Chemistry in combination with Maths, Physics and Biology 
can do just that.  A Levels in the sciences indicate that you are 
logical, numerate and articulate, can think divergently and are 
practical as well.  These skills are at a premium in most careers.

Because of this, not only does an A level in Chemistry and the 
other sciences enable you to pursue a career in any scientific 
discipline, it also enables you to be successful in a very wide 
range of non-science based careers such as accountancy, law, 
business and commerce.  Quite simply, Chemistry not only helps 
you to understand the world, it opens it up for you.

HOW IS THE A LEVEL CHEMISTRY  
COURSE TAUGHT?
The units will be taught in sequence with two units in the 
first year of study leading to an Advanced Subsidiary award.  
The other three units will be taught in the second year and 
together with the Advanced Subsidiary units will lead to 
the A level award.  The course will be taught through both 
theory and practical work with the latter intended to both 
illustrate the former and to provide the candidates with the 
necessary practical skills to tackle the written papers and 
coursework with confidence.

HOW IS THE A LEVEL CHEMISTRY 
COURSE EXAMINED?
There will be assessments at the end of each year.  The AS 
modules will be assessed in the June sessions.  The June 
sessions of Year 13 will be used to assess the remaining 
modules.  The practical component for Year 13 consists of 
one practical set and one marked written paper by WJEC.

WHAT DOES THE A LEVEL CHEMISTRY 
COURSE COMPRISE?
The Chemistry course will be delivered through WJEC 
Advanced Subsidiary GCE and WJEC Advanced GCE in 
Chemistry specifications.

This course provides a good grounding in Chemistry and is 
an excellent preparation for degree courses in Chemistry 
related disciplines.

Mrs T van der Linde

Chemistry
External Exam Board: WJEC

YEAR 12: AS level

UNIT 1: The Language of Chemistry, Structure of Matter & Simple Reactions
1½ hour written examination worth 20% of qualification.

Short Answer questions, structured and 
extended answer questions.

UNIT 2: Energy, Rate and Chemistry of Carbon Compounds
1½ hour written examination worth 20% of qualification.

Short Answer questions, structured and 
extended answer questions.

YEAR 13: A level

UNIT 3: Physical and Inorganic Chemistry
1¾ hour written examination worth 25% of qualification.

Short Answer questions, structured and 
extended answer questions.

UNIT 4: Organic Chemistry and Analysis
1¾ hour written examination worth 25% of qualification.

Short Answer questions, structured and 
extended answer questions.

UNIT 5: Practical Examination 
Worth 10% of qualification.
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WHO SHOULD STUDY COMPUTER 
SCIENCE AT A LEVEL?
Computers are widely used in all aspects of business, 
industry, government, education, leisure and the home. In this 
increasingly technological age, a study of computer science, 
and particularly how computers are used in the solution of 
a variety of problems, is not only valuable to the learners but 
also essential to the future well-being of the country.

The WJEC AS and A Level in Computer Science has 
been designed to give an in depth understanding of the 
fundamental concepts of computer science and a broad 
scope of study opportunities. Computer science integrates 
well with subjects across the curriculum. It demands both 
logical discipline and imaginative creativity in the selection and 
design of algorithms and the writing, testing and debugging 
of programs; it relies on an understanding of the rules of 
language at a fundamental level; it encourages an awareness 
of the management and organisation of computer systems; it 
extends the learners’ horizons beyond the school or college 
environment in the appreciation of the effects of computer 
science on society and individuals.

There are no prior learning requirements but Skills in 
Numeracy/Mathematics, Literacy/English and Information 
Communication Technology will provide a good basis for 
progression to this qualification.

Computer 
Science
External Exam Board: WJEC

COMPUTER LANGUAGES STUDIED FOR 
AS AND A LEVEL COMPUTER SCIENCE

Candidates are given the choice to study Python, Visual Basic 
or Java to answer Unit 2.  Unit 5 allows candidates to use any 
high level language. 

WHAT WILL I STUDY IN AN A LEVEL 
COMPUTER SCIENCE COURSE? 

YEAR 12: AS level

Unit 1: Fundamentals of Computer Science
2 hr written examination worth 25% of the qualification

Unit 2: Practical Programming to Solve Problems
2 hr onscreen assessment worth 15% of the qualification

YEAR 13: A level – the above plus three further units

Unit 3: Programming and system development
2 hr written examination worth 20% of the qualification

Unit 4: Computer architecture, data, communication and 
applications
2 hr written examination worth 20% of the qualification

Unit 5: Programmed solution to a problem
Non-examined assessment worth 20% of the qualificationMr P McMahon
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WHO SHOULD STUDY DESIGN AND 
TECHNOLOGY AT AS /A LEVEL?
Learners will follow the Product Design endorsed route. 
Students who wish to study Design and Technology (Product 
Design) at AS and A Level must have a genuine interest in 
developing and sustaining their creativity through design and 
technology led activities. This subject is a requirement for 
many design based university courses and may lead to an 
occupation in product design, automotive design, product 
manufacturing, architecture and engineering. The minimum 
entry requirement for the AS Level course is a B grade 
in GCSE Design and Technology, however, experience has 
shown that an A* or A grade is preferable. 

WHY STUDY DESIGN AND 
TECHNOLOGY AT AS/A LEVEL?
Design and technology is an inspiring, rigorous and practical 
subject. This course encourages learners to use creativity 
and imagination when applying iterative design processes 
to develop and modify designs, and to design and make 
prototypes that solve real world problems, considering their 
own and others’ needs, wants, aspirations and values. 

Learners are encouraged to:
• develop a critical understanding of the influences, 

processes and products developed by design and 
technology activities from a an historical and current 
perspective

• apply essential knowledge and understanding of skills and 
design production processes to a range of technological 
activities and develop an understanding of industrial 
practices

• use information and communications technology (ICT) 
to enhance their design and technological capability

• recognise the social, moral, spiritual and cultural values 
inherent in design and technological activity, and develop 
critical evaluation skills in technical, aesthetic, ethical, 
economic, environmental, social and cultural contexts

• develop as discerning consumers able to make informed 
choices and develop positive attitudes

HOW IS THE AS/A LEVEL DESIGN AND 
TECHNOLOGY COURSE TAUGHT?
Lessons will be split between theory and coursework. 
Teacher led theory lessons will prepare learners for the 
examination modules and will comprise of structured 
classwork and homework assignments that develop learners’ 
knowledge and understanding of technical principles. 
Coursework lessons will allow learners to identify, investigate 
and outline design possibilities, design and make prototypes, 
and analyse and evaluate design decisions and wider issues 
in design and technology. Learners are expected to work 
autonomously and an ability to learn independently is 
essential. The use of computer aided design (CAD) software 
is an integral element of the course and the ability to draw 
and communicate ideas effectively is essential.

Ms R Hayes

Design &  
Technology
External Exam Board: WJEC

YEAR 12: AS level

AS UNIT 1: Written paper 
1 Written examination: 2 hours, 50% of AS Level / 20% of A Level qualification

The examination includes a mix of structured 
and extended writing questions 

AS UNIT 2: Design and make task 
Non-exam assessment: approximately 40 hours, 50% of AS Level / 20% of A Level qualification

A design and make task, based on a brief 
developed by the candidate

YEAR 13: A level

UNIT 3: Written paper 
2 Written examination: 2 hours 30 minutes, 30% of A Level qualification

The examination includes a mix of structured 
and extended writing questions 

UNIT 4: Design and make project 
Non-exam assessment: approximately 60 hours, 30% of A Level qualification

A sustained design and make project, based 
on a brief developed by the candidate

HOW IS THE AS/A LEVEL DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY COURSE ASSESSED?
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WHO SHOULD STUDY DRAMA AT  
A LEVEL?
Those who have enjoyed both the theoretical and practical 
elements of GCSE Drama and wish to deepen their 
understanding of the literature and theory of the theatre, and 
those who wish to develop their acting or technical skills.

• A course of this kind is recognised as being very valuable 
in developing inter-personal skills, encouraging problem 
solving and improving confidence, all of which would 
be of considerable value for many professional careers. 
Analytical skills are also developed.

• In some cases it is possible for those who have not taken 
GCSE Drama to follow the A level course which combines 
the opportunity for creativity and practical work with 
academic study.  However, they need to achieve at least a B 
grade in GCSE English Literature and be able to show prior 
interest in the subject through participating in Drama clubs, 
productions or out of school Drama groups.

• The A level provides a sound preparation for degrees 
in Education, Theatre Studies, Media Studies, and English 
as well as for entrance into Drama Colleges. It is also 
helpful for those planning to read Law, Sociology, 
Psychology and Philosophy.

• In view of the increasing opportunities offered in radio, 
television and cinema work, a course in drama and theatre 
arts would prove to be of great value to those interested in 
working in these areas.

WHAT DOES THE A LEVEL DRAMA 
COURSE INCLUDE?
The course involves the study of plays selected from the 
whole range of literature for the theatre, theory of drama, 
and history of the world theatre.  You are likely to study 
Greek Theatre, Shakespeare, post war British, American and 
European plays as well as innovative modern theatre. You 
will be required to develop practical skills such as rehearsal 
techniques, performance, staging, costume and lighting as well as 
understanding of play texts and their background.  You will also 
learn to analyse and evaluate work done individually and as part 
of a group.

Drama &  
Theatre Studies
External Exam Board: WJEC

HOW IS THE A LEVEL DRAMA COURSE 
ASSESSED? 
AS (2 units)

AS Unit 1: Theatre Workshop

Non-exam assessment: internally assessed, externally 
moderated
24% of qualification – 90 marks
Pupils will be assessed on either acting or design.

AS Unit 2: Text in Theatre

Written examination: 1 hour 30 minutes
16% of qualification – 60 marks
Students will be required to study one set text in detail from 
a range that includes Greek Theatre through to modern 
American Theatre.

A Level (the above plus a further 2 units)

A2 Unit 3: Text in Action

Non-exam assessment: externally assessed by a visiting 
examiner
36% of qualification – 120 marks
Pupils will be assessed on either acting or design.

A2 Unit 4: Text in Performance

Written examination: 2 hours 30 minutes
24% of qualification – 95 marks
Open book: Clean copies (no annotation) of the two 
complete texts chosen must be taken into the examination.
Students will be required to study one set text in detail from 
a range that includes Greek Theatre through to modern 
American Theatre.

Ms D Moore
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Economics
External Exam Board: WJEC

WHAT IS ECONOMICS AT A LEVEL?
Economics covers a wide variety of issues such as economic 
growth, unemployment, inflation, trade, government policy, 
globalisation and the single currency. Economics is an 
academically rigorous A level that analyses the functioning of 
the national and global economy.

The UK economy grew steadily and well with little 
problem of inflation during the late 1990s and until very 
recently. However, the global credit crunch has had a 
devastating effect on growth, investment and employment 
with the economy hitting the headlines almost every day.  
Macroeconomic policy used to alleviate these problems 
has been the subject of much debate and though these 
are worrying times for many, there has rarely been a more 
interesting time to study Economics.

WHO SHOULD STUDY ECONOMICS AT A 
LEVEL?
In essence, good economists must be able to think logically, 
express themselves clearly and have an interest in global 
issues. The individual who possesses these skills is likely to 
enjoy the subject because it is logical and will allow pupils to 
understand the global economy. Candidates never have to 
deal with complicated mathematical formulae but they must 
have the ability to think logically and in the abstract. 

HOW IS THE A LEVEL ECONOMICS 
COURSE EXAMINED?
The AS examination comprises Unit 1; a multiple choice and 
structured questions paper of one hour and fifteen minutes, 
covering the full AS content. This paper is worth 15% of the 
full qualification. Unit 2; a compulsory data response question 
paper of two hours, also covering the full AS content. This 
paper is worth 25% of the full qualification.

A2 level, the above plus two further units. Unit 3 comprises 
structured questions  and one compulsory data response 
question covering the full A level content. This examination 
is two hours long and is worth 30% of the full qualification. 
Unit 4 is also worth 30% of the full qualification and 
comprises three essays, one from each section of the A 
level course: Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and Trade 
and Development. The Unit 4 exam is two hours and thirty 
minutes long. 

HOW IS THE A LEVEL ECONOMICS 
COURSE TAUGHT?
We will look at a common core textbook to learn economic 
theory and a number of real world situations. Written work 
is designed to apply theory learnt to a wide range of issues.  
Essays on key parts of the syllabus will be given for students 
to do in private study throughout the year.

Students are expected to keep up-to-date with current 
affairs themselves and are expected to make use of the 
newspapers and economics magazines that are available in 
the library.

Mr M Savery
WHAT DOES THE A LEVEL ECONOMICS COURSE COMPRISE?

In YEAR 12 two units are studied:

UNIT 1: Introduction to 
Economic Principles 

The AS specification is based upon the principle of creating an introductory broad, but basic, understanding 
of how markets and the economy work e.g. it introduces learners to key concepts of demand and supply 
in both individual markets (microeconomics) and the whole economy (macroeconomics). Learners 
will need to study the following content areas: Scarcity and choice, demand and supply in both product 
markets and labour markets, resource allocation and market failure. UNIT 2: Economics in Action

Those students who wish to, can progress to study at A2 level in Year 13, studying a further two units.

UNIT 3: Exploring Economic 
Behaviour 

A level learners will be expected to use more complex micro and macro models applied to a wider range 
of local, national and international contexts, including data which relates to the Welsh economy. Learners 
will be required to develop a more critical approach to the evaluation of economic models and current 
economic problems. The synoptic essays will draw upon different elements of the specification content and 
evaluate alternative arguments and theories. Learners will need to study the following content areas: Costs, 
revenues and profits and market structures. 

UNIT 4: Evaluating Economic 
Models and Policies
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English  
Literature
External Exam Board: WJEC

WHAT IS ENGLISH LITERATURE?
This course enables students to explore the study of English 
Literature, allowing them to study a far more varied range 
of texts than at GCSE Level. Students learn new ways of 
appreciating texts, developing their own abilities as users of 
English as a result.  

WHY STUDY ENGLISH LITERATURE?
English Literature as A Level is one of the most popular 
A Levels and as a facilitating subject, offers entrance to 
a number of degree courses. It is ideal for students who 
wish to study a variety of texts in depth and also offers the 
opportunity for students to develop their own writing. It will 
encourage students to develop their interest and enjoyment 
of Literature through reading widely and thinking critically 
about what they have looked at, across centuries, gender and 
genre. They will experience a range of views about texts and 
how to read them. They will also develop as independent 
readers and critics. Courses that are good to study alongside 
English Literature are textual based subjects like Film Studies, 

Drama and Humanities subjects.  However, students wishing 
to continue English at university should be aware that English 
Literature is extremely popular and consequently requires 
high grades.  

HOW IS THE COURSE TAUGHT AND 
ASSESSED?
Students will have two teachers and the emphasis in class will 
be on discussion and active explorations of texts.  Teachers 
will help them to develop the study skills they need in order 
to become effective, independent students of Literature.  
Students will be expected to read widely around the subject 
and study intensively in their own time.  Around four hours 
of homework is set each week.  The course is divided into 
five units (two at AS and three at A2). 

Mrs J Jones

YEAR 12: AS level

UNIT 1: Prose & Drama 
(closed book)
2 hour written examination 
worth 20% of qualification.

Section A: Prose fiction pre-1900
One question, in two parts, based on the reading of one prose text: Jane Eyre (Bronte).
Section B: Drama
One question, from a choice of two, based on the reading of one drama text: A Streetcar Named Desire 
(Williams).

UNIT 2: Poetry post-
1900 (open book, clean 
copy) 
2 hour written examination 
worth 20% of qualification.

Section A: Critical analysis
One question requiring critical analysis of one poem from the prescribed list.
Section B: Poetry comparison 
One question from a choice of two requiring a comparison of two poetry texts from the prescribed list.

YEAR 13: A level – the above plus three further units

UNIT 3: Poetry Pre 1900 
and Unseen Poetry (open 
book, clean copy)
2 hour written examination 
worth 20% of qualification.

Section A: Poetry pre-1900 
One question in two parts, based on the reading of one poetry text from a prescribed list: John Keats: Selected 
Poems.
Section B: Unseen poetry
One question from a choice, requiring the comparative analysis of two previously unseen poems. There will be 
one compulsory poem or poetry extract and another chosen from a further three poems or extracts.

UNIT 4: Shakespeare 
(closed book)
2 hour written examination 
worth 20% of qualification.

Section A: Shakespeare extract
One question based upon an extract of a previously studied Shakespeare play.
Section B: Shakespeare essay
One question, from Hamlet.

UNIT 5: Prose Study
2500-3500 word assignment 
worth 20% of qualification.

Non-exam assessment:  The assignment will be based on the reading of two prose texts by different 
authors, one published pre-2000 and the other published post-2000 (novels, collections of short stories, 
autobiographies, memoirs, travel writing and essays).
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English Language & Literature
External Exam Board: WJEC

WHAT IS ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND 
LITERATURE?
This course involves the study of English Language and English 
Literature as closely linked disciplines, thereby allowing a far 
more varied range of texts than for a pure Literature course, 
yet still retaining a strong ‘whole text’ element. New ways of 
appreciating texts from both literary and linguistic perspectives, 
are learnt, as well as studying features of everyday spoken 
language and exploring the ways we interact with each other. 

WHY STUDY ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND 
LITERATURE?
An Advanced GCE in English Language and Literature is 
welcomed as a qualification for many careers, and provides 
a very wide range of opportunities for courses in the Arts, 
Humanities, Media, Communications and English at degree 
level.  It too is seen as a facilitating subject, as choosing to 

study it at A Level leaves open a wide range of options 
for university study.  AS English Language and Literature 
can also be a valuable contrast and complimentary course 
to scientific, technological and economics-based subjects, 
opening up greater breadth of interest, range of reference 
and facility with ideas and language.

HOW IS THE COURSE TAUGHT AND 
ASSESSED?
Students will have two teachers and the emphasis in class will 
be on discussion and active explorations of texts.  Teachers 
will help them to develop the study skills they need in order 
to become effective, independent students of language and 
literature, by exploring issues which arise from a combined 
study. Students will be expected to read widely around the 
subject and study intensively in their own time.  Around four 
hours of homework is set each week.  The course is divided 
into five units (two at AS and three at A2). 

Mrs J Jones

YEAR 12: AS level
UNIT 1: Comparative Analysis 
and Creative Writing (closed 
book)
2 hour written examination worth 
20% of qualification.

Section A: Comparative analysis of poetry and unseen text - One question requiring a comparative 
analysis of one poem from the WJEC English Language and Literature Pre 1914 Poetry Anthology and an 
unseen text from a choice of two, one of which will be a spoken text.
Section B: Creative writing and commentary - One question, presented in three parts, comprising two 
writing tasks, one of which will require a text written to be spoken and a commentary. 

UNIT 2: Drama and Non-
literary Text Study (open book, 
clean copy)
2 hour written examination worth 
20% of qualification.

Section A: Post 1900 Drama - One two-part question, from a choice of two, based upon the reading of 
one play.  One question will be extract based: Amadeus (Schaffer).  
Section B: Non-literary text study - One question from a choice of two on the set text: Down and Out In 
Paris and London (Orwell).

Year 13: A level – the above plus three further units

UNIT 3: Shakespeare (closed 
book)
2 hour written examination worth 
20% of qualification.

Section A: Shakespeare extract - One question based upon an extract of a previously studied Shakespeare 
play.
Section B: Shakespeare essay - One question, from a choice of two: The Tempest.

UNIT 4: Unseen Texts and 
Prose Study (open book)
2 hour written examination worth 
20% of qualification.

Section A: Comparative analysis of unseen texts - One compulsory question requiring candidates to 
produce a comparative analysis of three unseen texts of different genres, chosen from a range of types and 
periods.  The texts will be linked in terms of content, theme or style.
Section B: Prose study (open book, clean copy) - One question, from a choice of five, based upon the 
study of one text e.g.  The Handmaid’s Tale (Atwood) or The Color Purple (Walker) or Great Expectations 
(Dickens).

UNIT 5: Critical and Creative 
Genre Study
Non-exam assessment: 2500-
3500 word assignment worth 
20% of qualification.

Section A: Genre study - A 1500-2000 word study based upon the reading of one prose text (from 
prescribed list) and related wider reading from one of the following literary/non-literary prose genres: 
gothic; science fiction; romance; dystopia; crime; satire/comedy; historical fiction; war/conflict; adventure/
journeys; life-writing; journalism; travel; identity/the outsider
Section B: Related creative writing. - A 1000-1500 piece of original writing in the same genre as that 
studied in Section A.
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WHAT IS FILM STUDIES?
This is a two year, linear course which aims to enable 
students to take a critical approach to film and practical 
filmmaking. 

It includes the study of a diverse range of film from the 
silent era to contemporary experimental film and considers 
how film generates meaning in terms of aesthetics, audience 
responses and social, cultural, political and historical contexts.

Close study of technical elements such as cinematography, 
mise en scène, editing and sound is combined with specialist 
study of concepts such as filmmakers’ theories, critical 
debates and ideology.  

HOW IS THE COURSE TAUGHT AND 
ASSESSED?
A level students undertake close study of 11 films during the 
two years, on which they are examined at the end of Year 13. 
In addition, they will explore a portfolio of additional short 
films as part of their original production research for practical 
coursework.  A level students will not sit external examinations 
at the end of Year 12 but will be assessed internally at that 
point.

The final A Level qualification is based upon: 

(a) Two examinations (each one is 2 hours and 30 minutes) 
and these account for 70% of the final grade.

(b) A choice of practical coursework assessment: either 
an original screenplay for a short film plus a digitalised 
storyboard or a 5 minute original short film (no 
experience of making original films is expected prior to 
completing the course and there is technology available 
to support this area of the course). Both options are 
accompanied by a formal written evaluation and this 
coursework accounts for 30% of the final grade.

WHY STUDY FILM STUDIES?
At a glance: A highly analytical and creative subject which 
combines technical and aesthetic analysis with the study of 
broad cultural and historical context i.e. we study a wide range 
of film including European, British and American.

It combines very effectively with A level choices such as English 
Literature, History, Drama, Art and Languages-particularly as 
A level French and Spanish now have units on film as part of 
their specifications.

Mrs K Elms

Film Studies
External Exam Board: WJEC
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Geography
External Exam Board: WJEC

WHO SHOULD STUDY GEOGRAPHY AT 
ADVANCED LEVEL?
Students wishing to study Geography A and AS Level 
must have a real interest in interpreting and understanding 
both the physical and human environments in the world 
around them. The syllabus followed highlights a number of 
contemporary issues; therefore an active interest in current 
affairs would be advantageous.  It is desirable, but not 
necessary, for students to have already achieved a grade B or 
above in GCSE Geography.  

Geography A’ Level is of obvious value to students wishing to 
go onto study related subjects at University, but it also adds 
balance to any A/AS Level subject combination, as it appeals 
to students with both strengths in the humanities and the 
physical sciences. Universities look favourably upon A and 
AS Level Geography both for its advantageous position as a 
bridge between the arts and the sciences but also because of 
the wide range of skills that Geography students possess.  

HOW IS THE ADVANCED LEVEL 
GEOGRAPHY COURSE TAUGHT?
A wide variety of teaching methods are used. A basic set 
of notes is provided for most parts of the course, though 
these must be supplemented with the students own notes. 
Homework assignments will take many forms, including essays, 
structured questions, practical/techniques exercises, and research. 

In class students will be expected to make contributions to 
discussions as well as occasionally making presentations.  There 
will be numerous opportunities to use ICT to assist learning and 
research in Geography.    

Fieldwork is a compulsory element of both the AS and A Level 
courses, with the opportunity for A Level students to study 
Geography both locally and in more distant locations.

WHAT IS THE GEOGRAPHY COURSE 
CONTENT AND HOW IS IT EXAMINED?
We follow the new WJEC A Level where there are five units 
(or modules). 

Mrs K Hughes

Content Method of assessment

UNIT 1 Changing Landscape
Coastal or Glaciated landscapes
Tectonic hazards

Structured questions with stimulus material

UNIT 2 Changing Places 
A broad overview of economic geography and settlement 
A fieldwork investigation in physical and human geography

Structured questions with stimulus material. 
Including questions on the student’s own 
investigation 

UNIT 3 Global Systems and Global Governance
Water and Carbon Cycles
Global Governance: Change and Challenges – Global migration and 
Governing the Earth’s oceans
21st Century Challenges

Structured and extended responses

UNIT 4 Contemporary Themes in Geography
Tectonic hazards
Two optional themes from:
Ecosystems
Economic Growth and Challenge
Energy Challenges and Dilemmas
Weather and Climate

Structured and extended responses

UNIT 5 Independent Investigation Non-examination
3-4,000 word investigation 
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History
External Exam Board: WJEC
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WHO SHOULD STUDY HISTORY AT A 
LEVEL?
If you found studying History at GCSE fascinating, lively and 
rewarding and want to continue to extend your historical 
skills, understanding and knowledge, then History A Level is 
for you.

Apart from an aptitude for the subject, a genuine interest 
is also required, and anyone considering a degree in 
History should take the subject at A Level. However, 
the skills developed during the A Level course will be of 
immense value for the future, in whatever direction that 
may be. One of the many objectives of the course is to 
develop the ability to present clear, concise, logical and 
relevant arguments, both orally and in writing.  Pupils will 
be expected to display individual thought and judgment, 
together with skills of selection, analysis and interpretation. 
This is ideal preparation for most degree courses and in 
particular subjects such as Law.

It would normally be expected that any pupil wishing to 
take A Level History will have studied the subject to GCSE 
and obtained a grade C or better. However, although this is 
desirable, it is possible for certain students to take History 
at A Level without having taken it at GCSE. 

WHAT DOES THE A LEVEL HISTORY 
COURSE COMPRISE?
History can be taken as a full two year A level course (A2) 
or as a one-year Advanced Subsidiary Level (AS). The 
Advanced Subsidiary forms the first 40% of the A level 
course and is assessed at a standard between GCSE and A 
level.

Two units are taken in Year 12: Unit 1 Period Studies ‘Europe 
in an age of Conflict and Co-operation, c.1890-1991’ and 
Unit 2 History in Depth ‘The mid-Tudor crisis in Wales 
and England c.1529-1570. Part One: Problems, Threats and 
Challenges c.1529-1553’   

Three further Units will be taken in Year 13. Unit 3 Breadth 
Studies ‘The American Century c.1890-1990’, Unit 4 History 
in Depth ‘The mid-Tudor crisis in Wales and England c.1529-
1570. Part Two: Challenges facing Mary and Elizabeth c.1553-
1570’ and Unit 5 ‘Historical Interpretations’ - a Coursework 
unit. These units will revisit and extend the content and skills 
students develop during AS History. A Level topics have been 
chosen to ensure that a range of history is covered and to 
help students acquire an understanding both of the modern 
world and earlier periods in history. Periods of study have 

been chosen to reflect teacher specialisms and the availability 
of authoritative, reliable and well-written text books and 
the wide range of DVDs and other visual and documentary 
material. Some units will require study in breadth while others 
will examine topics in considerable depth. It will be necessary 
to evaluate different interpretations of historical events and 
issues through source-work at both AS and A2.

HOW IS THE A LEVEL HISTORY COURSE 
TAUGHT?
Each topic is thoroughly discussed and analysed in class, and 
a range of exercises are used to ensure topic knowledge 
is made stimulating, accessible and manageable. Both 
preparatory and follow-up reading is essential. Essays and 
extended answers are a regular feature of the course and 
the very well-stocked, and continually expanding history 
section in the school library will help provide students with 
the reading material they require. All possible help and 
guidance will be given in the preparation and presentation 
of each individual’s work throughout the two years.

HOW IS THE A LEVEL HISTORY COURSE 
EXAMINED?
Candidates at AS will sit a written exam for each unit at the 
end of Year 12.  For those following the full A level a further 
three units will be assessed at the end of Year 13. One of 
these will be Coursework, consisting of a 3000-4000 word 
historical investigation.  Coursework will allow candidates 
the opportunity to investigate a particular historical issue or 
controversy, allowing for real historical research and enquiry 
to take place.

Mr M Jenkins 



Mathematics
External Exam Board: WJEC
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WHO SHOULD STUDY MATHEMATICS 
AT AS & A2 LEVEL?
If you wish to study Mathematics, Physics or almost 
any branch of Engineering at degree level, then A level 
Mathematics is a necessity.

It is also useful for further study in a number of disciplines 
– for example, Economics, Business studies, Management 
Science, Psychology and a number of other sciences and 
social sciences.  Some universities require Mathematics for 
accountancy or computing degrees, but there are plenty 
of opportunities to read these subjects without A level 
Mathematics.  Even if you are thinking about studying an 
Arts subject at degree level, such as History, admissions 
tutors look very favourably on A level Mathematics because 
of the logical nature of the subject.

Mathematics, like all subjects, is considerably more 
demanding at AS and A2 level than at GCSE, and if you 
have not found the subject easy so far, perhaps you should 
look to other subjects.  To be skillful in algebra is particularly 
important if you are to find success at Advanced level.

DO I NEED TO ACHIEVE A PARTICULAR 
GRADE AT GCSE?
Normally we would expect students to have achieved at 
least a grade B (but preferably A/A* grade) from the higher 
tier GCSE.  Similarly for progression from AS to A2 level a 
student needs to achieve at least a grade E at AS level.

WHAT BRANCHES OF MATHEMATICS 
DO WE STUDY?
The course comprises Pure Mathematics, Numerical 
Analysis, Statistics and Mechanics.

The aims of the syllabus are to:
• Develop understanding of mathematical concepts
• Develop a range of skills and techniques
• Be able to select skills and techniques appropriate to a 

given problem
• Be able to construct simple mathematical models

HOW ARE THE AS AND A2 LEVEL 
MATHEMATICS COURSES TAUGHT?
There are ten periods a fortnight in both Year 12 and Year 
13, during which all the branches of Mathematics will be 
taught. The teaching is formal and, I hope, enthusiastic; but a 
student’s success is dependent on spending a good deal of 
their private study time practising techniques and problem 
solving.  Facts and techniques need to be thoroughly learned 
if a student is to be able to display his/her knowledge in the 
examination room.

HOW ARE THE COURSES ASSESSED?
The A level course is divided into 4 units.
Units 1 and 2 will be examined at the end of  Year 12, 
with Units 3 and 4 examined at the end of  Year 13.

Unit 1: Pure Mathematics
 (2 hrs 30 minutes exam paper; 25% of the A2 qualification)
Unit 2: Applied Mathematics (Statistics and Mechanics)
 1 hr 45 minutes; worth 15%
Unit 3: Pure Mathematics
 (2 hrs 30 minutes; 35% of qualification)
Unit 4: Applied Mathematics (including differential equations & numerical   
 methods) 1 hr 45 minutes; worth 25%

In studying the full A level, students will gain experience in different branches of Mathematics giving them a broad education which will be 
useful in many areas of higher education.

Mr M Bowman



WHO SHOULD STUDY FURTHER 
MATHEMATICS AT AS AND A2 LEVEL?
The Further Mathematics course is aimed at students 
who enjoy mathematics, providing the opportunity and 
the challenge to explore new and more sophisticated 
mathematical concepts.  As the content of the course is 
particularly demanding, the Further Mathematics course is 
only advisable for very good mathematicians.

Further Mathematics is particularly useful for students 
wishing to study maths at university or a course with a high 
mathematical content such as engineering, computer science 
or natural sciences.

Further Mathematics
External Exam Board: WJEC
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HOW ARE THE AS AND A2 LEVEL FURTHER MATHEMATICS COURSES ASSESSED?
The Further Maths A level consists of 5 units.

Units 1, 2 and 3 are sat at the end of  Year 12 and are worth a total of 
40% of the final A2 grade.  There is a written examination of 1 hr 30 
minutes in each of these units:

AS Unit 1:  Further Pure Mathematics
AS Unit 2:  Further Statistics
AS Unit 3:  Further Mechanics

In Year 13, pupils will sit a further 2 units.  Unit 4 is compulsory.  The 
written examination is 2 hrs and 30 minutes, worth 35% of the 
qualification.  There is then the option of Unit 5 or Unit 6, worth 25% 
of the qualification, examined by a 1 hr 45 minutes paper.

A2 Unit 4:  Further Pure Mathematics
A2 Unit 5:  Further Statistics
A2 Unit 6:  Further Mechanics

The Further Mathematics course should only be considered by those who have a real interest and ability in Maths.

Mr M Bowman



WHO SHOULD STUDY A MODERN 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE AT A LEVEL?
With French and Spanish being amongst the most widely 
spoken languages in the world, achieving an A Level in 
either or both languages is an extremely valuable and 
highly regarded qualification, which is becoming increasingly 
essential in our ever-expanding global market.

There are many good reasons for studying a Modern Foreign 
Language:

(i) Modern languages are vocationally valuable as they open 
the door to a variety of university courses as well as a 
wide choice of careers in the European market and the 
world of international organisations.

(ii) Modern languages are an excellent choice not only for 
the keen linguist but also for those interested in law, 
business studies, commerce, the media, the Civil Service 
and the Arts.

(iii) Modern Languages can be combined with a variety 
of other subjects.  The choice of contrasting or 
complementary AS levels can be of particular value 
in broadening studies and ‘standing out’ from other 
applicants when it comes to university application.  A 
flexible combination of subjects has given past students 
exciting opportunities such as training abroad whilst 
reading science or humanities subjects at university.  
Many universities also provide students with the 
opportunity to experience life at first-hand in French or 
Spanish-speaking countries whilst studying or working in 
the country of their choice during their year abroad.

(iv) Studying a modern language provides the language 
student with the valuable skills of thinking, understanding, 
analysing, as well as accuracy and clarity in translation 
work.

Here are some facts and statistics from the Welsh 
Government Languages Agency which may encourage you 
to continue with your study of a MFL at AS, A Level (and 
beyond):

• 94% of the planet does not speak English as their 
mother tongue

• 75% do not speak English at all

• 72% of UK firms employ people with languages skills. 
However, there is a shortfall of language graduates in  
the UK.

• You could earn between 8 and 20% more if you are able 
to speak a foreign language, e.g. linguists joining the army 
benefit from 10% increase in wage.

• Language students at Rougemont will be offered 
many opportunities to visit both France and Spain 
to experience the life style and culture first hand. In 
addition, they will be able to opt for a home-stay visit, 
which are study-based trips with structured lessons 
in well-established language schools. These trips have 
proved very popular and beneficial in terms of pupils’ 
linguistic development and enhanced cultural knowledge.

Modern Foreign Languages
External Exam Board: WJEC
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WHAT DOES AN A LEVEL MODERN 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSE REQUIRE?
At Rougemont, students wishing to study a MFL at KS5 
should have achieved a good grade (B or above) in their 
chosen language(s) at GCSE level and, most importantly, have 
a real interest in language learning, foreign cultures and travel.  
With trips and Foreign Language Exchanges to France, Spain 
and Spanish speaking countries taking place on a regular basis, 
choosing to study a MFL at A Level could provide pupils with 
numerous unforgettable experiences during their time at 
Rougemont as well as a highly valued qualification which they 
may well decide to develop further.

HOW ARE THE A LEVEL MFL COURSES 
TAUGHT?
Teaching of Modern Foreign Languages at Rougemont is 
topic based.  Authentic documents – newspapers, magazines, 
extracts from books, various podcasts and TV reports, 
interviews and relevant websites on the Internet, including 
WJEC digital resources, are used in lessons.  Grammar is 
taught formally and language patterns are learned from the 
examples seen and read.  The nature of the language A Level 
course will entail much independent preparatory work and 
learning of vocabulary being done on a regular basis at the 
pupil’s own initiative.

Note: Dictionaries are not permitted in any examination at 
AS or A2 level.

HOW ARE ADVANCED LEVEL MODERN 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES 
EXAMINED?
In Year 12, in both French and Spanish, the four language 
skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking are focused 
on through the discussion of a variety of contemporary 
issues such as social problems, youth trends, education and 
employment. There is also a focus on the people and places 
where the language is spoken.  Year 12 students also study a 
contemporary film in the Target language.

In Year 13, students study contemporary issues such as 
cultural diversity and the impact of immigration. In addition 
to this, the course introduces elements of historical inquiry 
to broaden students’ critical thinking and cultural awareness.  
The final component of the syllabus is a compulsory 
literature module in which students are expected to write 
an essay in the target language, once they have read and 
analysed the novel.

Mrs S Munro (French) & Mr W Price (Spanish)           

ASSESSMENT

AS Level (Year 12)

Speaking: Unit 1 – 12%
(12-15 minutes)

Examiner-led discussion of topics
Topic-based argument

Listening, Reading and 
Writing:

Unit 2 – 28%
(2 ½ hours)

Listening and Responding
Reading and Responding
Translations into English
Film-based Essay

A Level (Year 13)

Speaking: Unit 3 – 18%
(12 minutes)

Exposé of independent research

Listening and Reading: Unit 4 – 30%
(1 ¾ hours)

Listening and Responding
Reading and Responding
Translations into Target Language

Writing: Unit 5 – 12%
(1 ½ hours)

Critical analysis/essay on one literary work
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WHO SHOULD STUDY MUSIC AT AS/A2 
LEVEL?
Those who play a musical instrument to a high standard 
and have a keen interest in listening to classical music would 
be well advised to consider studying for AS Level Music.  
In some cases it is not necessary to have studied Music 
at GCSE level but such candidates would need to have 
equivalent theory/practical qualifications.

WHAT DOES THE WJEC A LEVEL MUSIC 
COURSE COMPRISE AND HOW IS 
WORK ASSESSED?
There are three Units at both AS and A2 level, all of 
which are assessed at the end of the respective courses. 
An outline of the Units is given below. (Weightings are 
expressed in terms of the full A level qualification)

AS Unit 1: Performing (12%)
A performance of approximately 6 -10 minutes is required 
either as a solo performer or as a member of an ensemble 
or a combination of both the above.  One piece must 
reflect a chosen area of study. This element is externally 
assessed by a visiting examiner during April/May.

AS Unit 2: Composing (12%)
Two compositions - total 3-6 minutes. 
One, a piece of at least 1 minute duration which uses the 
techniques associated with the Western Classical Tradition 
written in response to a one of four briefs set by WJEC. 
The second is a free composition.  This Unit is externally 
assessed by WJEC.

AS Unit 3: Appraising (16%)
This is assessed by a written examination of 1 hour 30 minutes.
Two Areas of Study: 

• Area of study A: The Western Classical Tradition– the 
Symphony 1730-1800 

• Set work: Haydn Symphony no 103 mvts 1&2
Plus one area of study from: 

• Area of study B: Rock and Pop 1965-1990 
• Area of study C: Musical Theatre, Rodgers, Sondheim, 

Schonberg and Lloyd-Webber 
• Area of study D: Jazz 1935-1960.

A Level
The A2 course comprises 3 Units. Candidates opt to take either 
Unit 4 or Unit 5 at 22%. For the 22% option, candidates will 
be required to complete the work as outlined below and to 
complete additional work in their chosen option (eg. additional 
4 minutes performing for Unit 4, additional free composition for 
Unit 5)
A2 Unit 4: Performing (14%)
A solo and/or ensemble recital of approximately 7 - 11 minutes. One 
piece must reflect the musical characteristics of one area of study. 
Again, this element is assessed by a visiting examiner during April/May.
A2 Unit 5: Composing (14%)

Two compositions - total 3-6 minutes: 
1. A piece of at least 1 minute duration which uses the 

techniques associated with the Western Classical Tradition 
and be in response to a brief set by WJEC. Learners will 
have a choice of four set briefs, released during the first 
week of September in the academic year in which the 
assessment is to be taken. 

2. A free composition of at least 2 minutes duration. This Unit 
is externally assessed by WJEC.

A2 Unit 6: Appraising (24%)
This is assessed by a 2¼ hour examination which comprises two 
parts:
Two areas of study: Area of study E 
The Western Classical Tradition 

• The Symphony 1830-1910 including one set work, 
Symphony Number 1, Brahms, Movement 4. 

• Area of study F: Music of the 20th & 21st centuries 
Learners choose one strand from list A and one strand from list B. 

• List A Impressionism (including set works)
• List B Either: Strand 3: Popular Music in Wales 
• Or: Strand 4: American Musical Theatre 

                           Mrs K Benson-Dugdale

Music
External Exam Board: WJEC
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WHO SHOULD STUDY PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION AT A LEVEL?
If you are a talented performer or have a real interest in 
sport then the A Level Physical Education Course could be 
for you. 

Pupils wishing to study the Physical Education A Level 
Course should have both an aptitude and an interest in both 
the practical and theoretical dimensions of sport; this building 
on their experiences from GCSE.

A strong sporting performance profile is beneficial within 
the course as there is a practical focus in two of the four 
modules. Practically, students are required to perform in the 
roles of a player/performer and as a coach or official during 
at AS and A2. 

The Physical Education A level covers a variety of sporting 
areas of study including: Exercise physiology, performance 
analysis and training, sport psychology, skill acquisition in 
sport and sport and society. From this experience, students 
can take numerous Degree pathways for further study.  The 
most popular areas are coaching, teaching, physiotherapy, 
dietetics, strength and conditioning, physiology, psychology 
and professional sports performance.

HOW IS THE A LEVEL PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION COURSE ASSESSED?
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT 

This specification is divided into a total of 4 units, 2 AS units 
and 2 A2 units

UNIT 1 Theoretical 
focus

Exploring physical 
education

24%

UNIT 2 Practical 
focus

Improving personal 
performance in physical 
education

16% 

UNIT 3 Theoretical 
focus

Evaluating physical 
education

36%

UNIT 4 Practical 
focus

Improving personal 
performance in physical 
education

24%

WHAT DOES THE A LEVEL PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION COURSE INCLUDE?
SUBJECT CONTENT 
The GCE AS/ A2 course combines theoretical components 
of study and Practical performance.  Units 1 and 3 have a 
Theoretical focus and Units 2 and 4 focus towards improving 
Physical Performance. Units 1 and 2 are studied at AS and 
3 and 4 at A2. AS contributes 40% and 60% at A2 to the 
overall A Level.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL CONTENT
The WJEC AS and A level in physical education provides a 
coherent combination of four areas of theoretical study: 
1. Exercise physiology, performance analysis and training 
2. Sport psychology 
3. Skill acquisition 
4. Sport and society

2.1 AS Unit 1 
Exploring physical education 
Written examination: 1¾ hours, 24% of A level qualification 
(60% of AS qualification) 72 marks 
To assess all AS subject content - Question types: 
Contextualised questions to include multiple choice, data 
response short and extended answers.

2.2 AS Unit 2 
Improving personal performance in physical education 
16% of A level qualification (40% of AS qualification) - 48 marks. 
2.3 A level Unit 3 
Evaluating physical education 
Written examination: 2 hours, 36% of qualification (90 marks).
To assess all A level subject content 
Question types: A range of questions to include data response, 
short and extended answers.

2.4 A level Unit 4 
Refining personal performance in physical education 
24% of qualification, (60 marks).

Mr K Bell

Physical  
Education
External Exam Board: WJEC
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WHO SHOULD STUDY PHYSICS AT  
A LEVEL?

• Those students wishing to acquire sufficient knowledge 
and understanding so that they may pursue further 
studies in Physics, Engineering, Medicine, Dentistry, or 
other science related career/studies beyond school.

• Students who enjoy stimulating and intellectually 
challenging work.

• Those who have not yet determined their career route, 
but wish to keep their options open as long as possible.

• Those who have an enquiring mind and who wish to 
find out more about the underlying laws of nature and 
how man has utilized them.

• Students who enjoy problem solving and a practical 
dimension to their studies.

• Those who wish to gain a greater insight than that 
afforded by GCSE but for whom A Level will be an end 
point to their Physics studies.

• For those who wish to study just one of the sciences at 
A Level as part of their overall studies.

WHAT DOES THE PHYSICS (MODULAR) 
COURSE COMPRISE AND HOW IS IT 
EXAMINED: 

AS (2 units)

UNIT 1: Motion, Energy & Charge
1½ hour written examination worth 20% of qualification

Short answer and extended answer structured questions, some in a practical 
context.

UNIT 2: Electricity and Light 
1½ hour written examination worth 20% of qualification

Short answer and extended answer structured questions, some in a practical 
context.

A LEVEL (the above plus a further 3 units)

UNIT 3: Oscillations and Nuclei 
2¼ hour written examination worth 25% of qualification

Short answer and extended answer questions, some in a practical context; 
comprehension question. 

UNIT 4: Fields and Options 
2 hour written examination worth 25% of qualification

Short answer and extended answer questions, some in a practical context 
Choice of one option out of four: 
Alternating Currents 
Medical Physics 
The Physics of Sports 
Energy and the Environment 

UNIT 5: Practical Examination
Worth 10% of qualification

Physics
External Exam Board: WJEC

Mrs J Goodwin
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WHO SHOULD STUDY RELIGIOUS 
STUDIES AT A LEVEL?

• There is no requirement to have studied GCSE RS to 
undertake an A Level in RS.

• Those looking to gain entry to a top University.  The 
Russell Group of top universities has made it clear that 
RS A Level provides ‘suitable preparation for University 
generally’.

• Students wishing to study any Bachelor of Arts Degree.  
Both Oxford and Cambridge Universities include 
Religious Studies in the top level list of ‘generally suitable 
Arts A levels’.

• Students with an interest in a rigorous study of religion 
and belief and being able to relate it to the wider world.

• Students with an enquiring, critical and reflective mind.

• Students wishing to celebrate their own values, opinions 
and attitudes, as well as respecting those of other people.

Religious Studies
External Exam Board: WJEC

WHAT DOES THE WJEC A LEVEL COURSE 
INCLUDE?

• AS Unit 1 – An introduction to the study of Buddhism: 
15% of the qualification (religious figures and sacred 
texts, religious concepts, religious life and religious 
practices that shape religious identity).

• AS Unit 2 – 25% of the qualification
• Section A:  An Introduction to Religion and Ethics 

(ethical thought, aquinas’ Natural Law, Fletcher’s 
Situation Ethics and Utilitarianism).

• Section B: An Introduction to Philosophy of Religion 
(Arguments for the existence of God – inductive, 
arguments for the existence of God – deductive, 
challenges to religious belief and religious experience).

• A2 Unit 3 – A further study of Buddhism (20% of the 
qualification)

• AS Unit 4 – Religion and Ethics (20% of the 
qualification)

• A2 Unit 5 – Philosophy of Religion (20% of the 
qualification)

HOW IS THE COURSE ASSESSED?
2 written exams in Year 12 (1 hour 15 mins & 1 hour 45 mins)

3 written exams in Year 13 (1 hour 30 mins each)

Mrs L De Cruz
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